Abstract
Introduction
Rule mining extracts a rule as a pattern from a data table. Let us consider a data table shown in Table 1 This example shows a data collected information about patients of headache. Rule mining extracts rules, such as: This paper discusses theoretical aspects of rule mining. Rule mining classifies into two groups: divide and conquer and covering. The former focuses on the nature of data partition: divide a set of target class and induces a rule for the divided set. The latter does on the nature of information granules: find a granule which covers a set of target class from the space of information granules. This paper illustrates these two approaches, showing that granular computing gives a unified view of these two approaches, which may lead to theoretical foundations of data mining. In subsequent sections, we assume that rules are deterministic. Probabilistic rules can be viewed as an extension of deterministic case.
Rule Mining

Data Table
In rule mining, we fix one attribute as a label for classification, usually denoted as "class" or "decision" For example, in Table 1 , the last attribute class gives a label for each data.
The important observation is each attribute gives a data partition. For example, since an attribute loc has three values, it gives a partition composed of three subsets: {1, 5, 6, 7},{2, 8, 10} and {3, 4, 9}, corresponding to supporting sets of the following attribute-value pairs:
Using the supporting sets, we can compare two data partitions. For example, two attributes jolt and nau have the same data partition: {{1, 2, 5, 8, 10}, {3, 4, 6, 7, 9}}. Thus, from the viewpoint of data partition, these two attributes are equivalent.
To make a finer data partition, we can select two attributes and join the two partitions. For example, if loc and M1 are selected, the following data partition is obtained: {{1, 5}, {2, 10}, {3, 4, 9}, {6, 7}, {8}}. It is notable that 2 and 10 cannot be distinguished each other by using information about loc and M1, which is called indiscernibility relation in rough sets [3] .
Divide and Conquer: Rough Sets
One approach of rule mining is to find a data partition whose components represent a subset of "class attribute". 
Thus, rule mining can be viewed as a process to find a subset relation between a partition of a given class and a data partition generated by combination of attributes.
Pawlak called a minimal subset of attributes which gives a finer partitions for a given class reduct [3] . For example, loc and M1 is not a reduct for class, because {1, 5}, {3, 4, 9}, {6, 7}, including different classes, cannot be distinguished.
(One reduct of Table 1is {loc, M 1, prod, his}. ) It is easy to see that a reduct gives a superset of attributes sufficient to create classification rules. Original rough set method assumes enumeration of a reduct of a given data table. However, when the number of attributes is large, the computational complexity is very expensive.
For efficient calculation of rule mining, several indices which rank the significance of attributes with respect to classification are used.
In summary, rough set focus on a data partition view: we search a finer partition by using conjunction of attributes which gives a lower approximation of a target class, or which gives a partition whose components are a subset of data partition of class. Thus, attribute-value pairs are not regarded as a name for data partition, as shown in Subsection 2.3. In other words, name and granules are not dealt with in a separate way.
Covering: Granular Computing
The other approach is covering in which each attributevalue pair gives a supporting set as an information granule. This approach is first proposed by Michalski [2] in machine learning, although he did not realize the concept of information granules.
For example, [loc = whole] is supported by {2, 8, 10} in Table 1 
Thus, compared with the ideas of partition, information granules give more fundamental view: we will have several target information granules. Then, the same information granules with different names can be searched through the space of information granules.
In this context, we have two spaces: name space and granule space. Rule mining can be viewed as search for correspondence between name space and granular space. Thus, the meaning of name and granules is much clearer than original rough set model. It is also notable that this view extends a data-partition view, relaxing the condition of data partition. Thus, granular computing gives a unified view of these two approaches.
